In addition to our substantial training catalog, in2vate leverages technology to efficiently and effectively deliver a wide array of other live and online services. The most common examples appear below … but feel free to contact us at any time to describe your particular challenge and allow us to propose a solution.

- **Policies and Procedures** – in2vate offers do-it-yourself and customized solutions to help make sure your existing handbook, and policies and procedures are thorough and effective. Whether you’re starting from scratch or augmenting existing documents, our model handbook, policies and forms are just a mouse click away. If you prefer, our experts can work with you to create a customized solution to meet your unique needs.

- **Reporting Mechanisms** - Both the Employee Protection Line® and Student Protection Line® alert you to problems before they escalate into loss and litigation. Employees and students can anonymously report 24/7 without fear of recognition or retaliation, enabling your organization to manage risk effectively.

- **Claims and Incident Prevention** - in2vate offers a number of prevention tools to assist you in creating a workplace in which your employees can safely enjoy productivity and success. These include audits to help your organization identify risks, as well as advice concerning better communication skills, maintaining compliance and smart hiring practices. The Best Practices Risk Management Line™ is your access to experts who provide proactive strategies for preventing or managing your workplace risk.

- **Claims and Incident Management** - Even well managed work environments face adversity from time to time and in2vate can assist you in keeping problems or conflicts from spinning out of control. Our Claims and Incident Management services include reporting mechanisms, best practices consulting, investigation services, and mediations.

- **Training Services** - Please refer to the specific “Training” section of our website – [www.in2vate.com](http://www.in2vate.com) – for our listing of training categories and courses.

- **Technology Services** - Please refer to the specific “Technology” section of our website – [www.in2vate.com](http://www.in2vate.com) – for more information.